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The Texas Math Solution delivers instructional resources that make 
learning math attainable for all students. Carnegie Learning’s 
Learning Together and Learning Individually resources work in 
parallel to engage students with various learning experiences they 
need to understand the mathematics at each grade level.
 
For Learning Together, the student textbook is a consumable 
resource that empowers students to become creators of their 
mathematical knowledge. This resource is designed to support 
teachers in facilitating active learning, so that students feel 
confident in sharing ideas, listening to each other, and learning 
together.
 
Based on recommended pacing, educators will spend 
approximately 60% of their instructional time teaching 
collaborative whole-class activities over the course of the year.
 
For Learning Individually, the student Skills Practice provides 
students the opportunity to engage with problems that target each 
lesson’s skills, concepts, and applications. This resource is designed 
to target discrete skills for development and mastery. Therefore,  
scaffolding and extension opportunities are provided in the  
problem sets.
 
Based on recommended pacing, educators will spend 
approximately 40% of instructional time monitoring students as 
they work and learn individually over the course of the year.

OUR BLEND OF 
LEARNING



Learning Together Learning Individually

TEXTBOOK

I am a record of student 
thinking, reasoning, and 

problem-solving. My lessons 
allow students to build new 

knowledge based upon prior 
knowledge and experiences, 

apply math to real-world 
situations, and learn together 
in a collaborative classroom.

My purpose is to create 
mathematical thinkers who are 
active learners that participate 

in class.

SKILLS PRACTICE 

I am targeted practice of each 
lesson’s skills, mathematical 
concepts, and applications  

for each topic in the  
student textbook.

My purpose is to provide 
additional problem sets for 

teachers to assign, as  
needed, for additional  

practice or remediation.
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Topic 1  
FROM PROPORTIONS TO LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

Skills Practice
Name  Date 

I. Representations of Proportional Relationships
A. At a large company, the total number of employees varies directly with the number of 

employees that drive to work. The company determines that two out of every three of its total 
employees drive to work. The other employees walk or use public transportation. Use the 
information to determine each number of employees.

1. The number of total employees if there 
are 150 employees that drive to work.

2. The number of total employees if there 
are 85 employees that do not drive  
to work.

3. The number of employees that 
do not drive to work if there are 
240 total employees.

4. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 570 total employees.

5. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 330 employees that 
do not drive to work.

6. The number of employees that do 
not drive to work if there are 770 
employees that drive to work.
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Structure and Alignment
The TEKS-aligned Skills Practice is organized by topic for each course 
to align with the Carnegie Learning Texas Math Solution student 
lessons. Key features of the student and teacher’s editions of the 
Skills Practice are noted.

The Skills Practice is 
organized into sections 
and problem sets.

1. The Skills Practice 
section number is 
aligned to the student 
textbook lesson 
number of the topic.

2. The Skills Practice 
section title is named 
with the subtitle of  
the corresponding 
student lesson.

3. Each section 
consists of one or 
more problem set(s) 
that are aligned 
to the TEKS within 
the lesson and/or 
topic. The problem 
sets are lettered, 
and directions are 
provided.
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Topic 1  
FROM PROPORTIONS TO LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

Skills Practice
Name  Date 

I. Representations of Proportional Relationships
A. At a large company, the total number of employees varies directly with the number of 

employees that drive to work. The company determines that two out of every three of its total 
employees drive to work. The other employees walk or use public transportation. Use the 
information to determine each number of employees.

1. The number of total employees if there 
are 150 employees that drive to work.

2. The number of total employees if there 
are 85 employees that do not drive  
to work.

3. The number of employees that 
do not drive to work if there are 
240 total employees.

4. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 570 total employees.

5. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 330 employees that 
do not drive to work.

6. The number of employees that do 
not drive to work if there are 770 
employees that drive to work.

1 2

3
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The teacher’s edition 
of Skills Practice has 
the same structure as 
the student edition 
of Skills Practice with 
some additional 
features.

4. Each problem set 
is aligned to the TEKS 
within the lesson 
and/or topic and 
is identified in the 
teacher’s edition of 
Skills Practice. If any 
TEKS from a lesson 
is not included in the 
corresponding Skills 
Practice section, it will 
be covered in another 
section within the 
module in which the 
standard is  
fully met.

5. In each problem 
set, the answer key 
is provided in-line 
with the problems. 
When answers vary, 
a sample answer will 
be provided.
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Topic 1  
FROM PROPORTIONS TO LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

Skills Practice
Name  Date 

I. Representations of Proportional Relationships
A. At a large company, the total number of employees varies directly with the number of 

employees that drive to work. The company determines that two out of every three of its total 
employees drive to work. The other employees walk or use public transportation. Use the 
information to determine each number of employees.
TEKS 8.5E

1. The number of total employees if there 
are 150 employees that drive to work.

   2 _ 3   =   150 _ x       
 x = 225  

There are 225 total employees if 
there are 150 employees that drive 
to work.

2. The number of total employees if there 
are 85 employees that do not drive  
to work.

   1 _ 3   =   85 _ x       
 x = 255  

There are 255 total employees if 
there are 85 employees that do not 
drive to work.

3. The number of employees that 
do not drive to work if there are 
240 total employees.

   1 _ 3   =   x _ 240     
 x = 80  

There are 80 employees that 
do not drive to work if there are  
240 total employees.

4. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 570 total employees.

   2 _ 3   =   x _ 570     
 x = 380  

There are 380 employees that 
drive to work if there are  
570 total employees.

5. The number of employees that drive to 
work if there are 330 employees that 
do not drive to work.

   1 _ 2   =   330 _ x       
 x = 660  

There are 660 employees that drive 
to work if there are 330 employees 
that do not drive to work.

6. The number of employees that do 
not drive to work if there are 770 
employees that drive to work.

   2 _ 1   =   770 _ x       
 x = 385  

There are 385 employees that do 
not drive to work if there are  
770 employees that drive to work.

4

5
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Since this resource is designed to target discrete skills for 
development and mastery, there are scaffolding and extension 
opportunities provided in the problem sets that align with the 
content of the student lesson. Therefore, the TEKS alignments in 
the teacher’s edition of the Skills Practice include wording such as 
“Prerequisite for TEKS” or “Extension of TEKS.”

6. “Prerequisite for 
TEKS” is the label for 
problem sets in which 
the necessary skills to 
achieve mastery are 
foundational, aligned 
to the content of the 
corresponding student 
lesson, and scaffolded 
to the skills aligned to 
the grade-level TEKS.

7. “Extension of TEKS”  
is the label for 
problem sets in which 
there are also skills 
that extend beyond 
the grade-level TEKS 
and are considered 
optional. These skills 
are included in the 
Skills Practice because 
they do align with the 
extension portion of 
the corresponding 
student lesson and 
provide opportunities 
for enhanced learning.
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4   •    MODULE 2: DEVELOPING FUNCTION FOUNDATIONS 

Topic 3  
INTRODUCTION TO FUNCTIONS

II. Analyzing the Characteristics of Graphs of Relationships
A. Tell whether each graph is discrete or continuous. Also, tell whether each graph is increasing, 

decreasing, both, or neither.
Prerequisite for TEKS 8.5G

1.  
 

The graph is discrete  
and decreasing.

2. 

The graph is continuous and both 
increasing and decreasing.

3. 

The graph is continuous  
and decreasing.

4. 

The graph is discrete and neither 
increasing nor decreasing.
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Topic 1  
FROM PROPORTIONS TO LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

C. Graph each equation using transformations. Specify which transformations you use.
Extension of TEKS 8.3C and 8.10C

1.  y = 3x + 2 
y

x

 

0–2–4–6–8

4

2

–2

–4

62 4 8

6

8

–6

–8

Sample answer.

Graph the basic equation  y = x  .

Dilate the  y  -values by 3. 

Translate the  y  -values up 2 units.

2.  y = −   2 _ 3  x + 5 
y

x

 

0–2–4–6–8

4

2

–2

–4

62 4 8

6

8

–6

–8

Sample answer.

Graph the basic equation  y = x  .

Dilate the  y  -values by  −   2 _ 3   .

Translate the  y  -values up 5 units.

6

7
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Recommended Implementation Practices
Deliberate practice is essential for all students in order to 
build fluency in mathematics. The goal of our Skills Practice 
program is to ensure that students receive continual 
reinforcement that intentionally connects concepts within 
the TEKS and provides additional opportunity for review 
within that topic. This ongoing practice increases the 
likelihood that students will remember the new information 
rather than just committing it to rote memory. Students 
benefit the most from practice when teachers provide 
them with timely and descriptive feedback. Therefore, this 
resource should be used intentionally by teachers with 
students.  

The Skills Practice should be used on Learning Individually days, which are scheduled 
within a topic by the teacher at their discretion. There are suggestions for when those 
days could be scheduled in the topic pacing guides. Generally, the Learning Individually 
days are recommended to be scheduled after every 2-4 days of Learning Together 
instruction. Remember, the goal is to use Skills Practice on Learning Individually days to 
target skills that students still need to practice and develop in order to achieve mastery 
following a lesson. This allows teachers to provide just-in-time learning and intervention. 

The problem sets within a section of Skills Practice scaffold the concepts and skills from 
the corresponding lesson. While most problem sets meet the TEKS on grade level, similar 
to the corresponding lesson, some problem sets incorporate prerequisite skills, while 
others provide opportunities for extension. For this reason, not all sections, problem 
sets, or individual problems need to be assigned to all students. The teacher should be 
intentional on assigning specific problem sets to the class, small groups of students, and/
or individual students based on data. Data can be collected from the lesson’s Talk the Talk 
activity, or other formative assessment tools such as an exit ticket, student assignment 
performance, observation of class or small group discussions, and/or one-on-one 
conversations with students during lesson facilitation. The provided table of contents 
within this Skills Program Guide will help teachers in strategically selecting which problem 
sets and problems to assign their students on Learning Individually days. This allows 
teachers to personalize learning to meet student needs.

NOTICE  |  WONDER

TEST  |  INTERPRET

REPORT

ORGANIZE  |  MATHEMATIZE

PREDICT  |  ANALYZE
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Best Practices for Implementation of Skills Practice on  
Learning Individually Days
  Be intentional about grouping students to work on Skills Practice during Learning  
      Individually days. Student groups need to be productive and not dependent on the  
      teacher to make progress. Consider using small groups in a stations format. The  
      teacher can be positioned at a specific station to facilitate small group instruction, or  
      they can intentionally move around the room to observe student progress and assist  
      small groups as needed.

  Encourage students to show their work and answer questions with complete sentences  
      when appropriate. Complete sentences help students reflect on how they arrived at  
      a solution, make connections between topics, and consider what a solution means  
      both mathematically as well as in context. Having students show their work gives  
      the teacher more information about what a student does and does not know. This can  
      help teachers give specific feedback to students beyond telling them if their answer 
      is correct  or incorrect.

  As students work, actively monitor their progress. Provide additional support to  
     those struggling with a problem set. Use pre-scripted questions to help students  
     engage in  productive struggle. To help prepare questions, consider the Questions to  
     Ask from the Teacher’s Implementation Guide for the corresponding lesson.

  Problems within a set are repetitive by design. Students do not necessarily need to  
      complete all problems within a set. Consider assigning half the problems and then have  
      students check their work. The teacher can give feedback and decide if further practice  
      is needed or if students can move on to practicing another problem set.

  If all students have shown mastery of the content for a particular lesson, do not  
      schedule a Learning Individually day. If some students have shown mastery of the skills  
      for a particular lesson, or have already completed the Skills Practice assigned to them,  
      consider using those students as leaders of a specific group and/or station to help  
      support their peers. This strategy helps students who need extra support while also  
      developing the capacity of the students who provide assistance.

Recommended Implementation Practices   •   9



Preparing for Learning Individually with  
Skills Practice
Teachers should plan for a Learning Individually day just as they would plan for a  
Learning Together day. When following the topic planning process outlined in the Texas Support 
Center, at www.CarnegieLearning.com/texas-help/article/topic-planning, teachers should 
use student data to strategically schedule the Learning Individually days. Keep in mind, the topic 
pacing guide reflects suggestions for the placement of Learning Individually days. Ultimately, the 
teacher decides when it makes the most sense to schedule these days based on student need. If 
the class demonstrates mastery of a lesson’s concepts and skills, continue to the next lesson, and 
reserve the Learning Individually day for another time.

Tips for Planning a Learning Individually Day
  Read through the Table of Contents for the specific Topic Skills Practice you are planning.

  Determine which problem sets align with the activities in the corresponding student lesson.

  Using student data, select which problems to assign the class, small groups, and/or individuals  
      so that all students are practicing targeted skills to develop mastery.

  Begin class with a routine, and have a warm-up or other activity to engage students in  
      the learning.

  Set clear expectations for the structure of the Learning Individually day to maximize class  
      time. Set up the classroom environment for stations or small groups, providing space for the  
      teacher or student leaders to circulate around the room to support students.

  Pre-plan student groupings and determine which group(s) of students need the most  
      targeted support.

  After students have been placed in small groups to begin working, determine the teacher’s  
      role for supporting students during this time. Some options are: 

• Circulate the room, monitoring small groups and stepping in to provide support  
as needed.

• Lead a specific station to provide small group instruction.

  In order to keep from giving students answers, have pre-scripted questions to help them when  
      they get stuck. To help prepare questions, consider the Questions to Ask from the Teacher’s  
      Implementation Guide for the corresponding lesson.

  If there are problem sets that the majority of students were assigned, take time to discuss  
      these problems as a class. Select students to share their work and explain their thinking. Allow  
      time for questions and discussion.

  Identify or create a closing activity such as an exit ticket to reassess mastery or a writing activity  
      to reflect on progress.

10   •   Preparing for Learning Individually with Skills Practice
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You Might Be Wondering… 
Can we use the Skills Practice in place of  
the Learning Together lesson from the  
student textbook?
No, the Skills Practice should not be used in place of the Learning 
Together lesson from the student textbook. The core instructional 
resource for learning new concepts and skills is the student textbook, 
our Learning Together component. The Skills Practice provides 
students the opportunity to engage with problems that target each 
lesson’s skills, concepts, and applications for development and 
mastery. There has been a lot of research on the benefits of learning 
collaboratively (together). Individual practice is necessary for students 
to become fluent and build automaticity in a skill. A balance of these 
two components provides students with the opportunity to develop a 
deep conceptual understanding through collaboration with their peers, 
while demonstrating their understanding individually.

Do my students have to get through all of the 
Skills Practice?
No, students do not have to get through all of the Skills Practice. The 
problem sets within a section of Skills Practice scaffold the concepts 
and skills from the corresponding lesson. While most problem sets 
meet the TEKS on grade level, similar to the corresponding lesson, 
some problem sets incorporate prerequisite skills, while others provide 
opportunities for extension. And, student data may indicate students 
have already demonstrated mastery of a particular skill. For these 
reasons, not all sections, problem sets, or individual problems need 
to be assigned to all students. The teacher should use student data 
to strategically assign specific problem sets to the class, small groups, 
and/or individual students.

If our district purchased MATHia to be used 
on Learning Individually days, can we still use 
Skills Practice? If so, how?
Yes, if your district purchased MATHia to be used on Learning 
Individually days, you can still use Skills Practice. Your district should 
use MATHia as the Learning Individually resource. Skills Practice offers 
you another way to re-engage students with specific skills. Use the data 
from MATHia Reports to determine which skills students still need to 
master. Then, select specific problems from Skills Practice to assign the 
class, small groups, and/or individual students to remediate those skills.

We’re here for you. 
The Carnegie Learning 
Texas Support Team is 
available to help with 
any issue. 
 
Monday–Friday 
8:00 am–8:00 pm CT 
Email: help@
carnegielearning.com 
Phone: 877.401.2527 
Live chat available on 
the Texas Support 
Center  

 
 

For additional support  
with FAQs, follow the 
code to visit the Student 
and Caregivers Portal 
on the Texas Support 
Center.

You Might Be Wondering...   •   11



TABLE OF CONTENTS

Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Introduction 
to Congruent 
Figures

A. Students are given a set of figures and make 
conjectures if they are congruent or not to an original 
figure. Then, they use patty paper to investigate their 
conjectures. If they state they are congruent, they 
must describe how they move the original figure onto 
the congruent figure by sliding, spinning, or flipping.

8.10A

II.  Introduction to 
Rigid Motions 

A. Students sketch figures after applying a described 
rigid motion transformation. Then, they describe 
what stayed the same or changed in the figure after 
the transformation was applied.

8.10A

III.  Translations 
of Figures on 
the Coordinate 
Plane

A. Students sketch translations of given figures on the 
coordinate plane.

(P) 8.10A,  
(P) 8.10C

B. Students describe the translation in words needed 
to map a given pre-image onto a given image. Then, 
they write the algebraic rule for the transformation.

8.10C

C.  Students are given the coordinates of a pre-image 
and a translation described in words. They must use 
an algebraic rule for the described translation to 
determine the coordinates of the image.

8.10C

IV.  Reflections of 
Figures on the 
Coordinate 
Plane

A. Students sketch reflections of given figures on the 
coordinate plane. 

(P) 8.10A,  
(P) 8.10C

B. Students describe the reflection in words needed 
to map a given pre-image onto a given image. Then, 
they write the algebraic rule for the transformation.

8.10C

C.  Students are given the coordinates of a pre-image 
and a reflection described in words. They must use 
an algebraic rule for the described reflection to 
determine the coordinates of the image.

8.10C

Module 1: Transforming Geometric Objects 

Topic 1: Rigid Motion Transformations
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Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

V.  Rotations of 
Figures on the 
Coordinate Plane

A. Students sketch rotations of given figures on the 
coordinate plane. 

(P) 8.10A,  
(P) 8.10C

B. Students describe the rotation in words needed to 
map a given pre-image onto a given image. Then, 
they write the algebraic rule for the transformation.

8.10C

C.  Students are given the coordinates of a pre-image 
and a rotation described in words. They must use an 
algebraic rule for the described rotation to determine 
the coordinates of the image.

8.10C

VI.  Combining Rigid 
Motions

A. Students draw and label a pair of congruent triangles. 
Then, they write congruence statements for the 
triangles identifying congruent line segments, 
congruent angles, and corresponding sides.

8.10A

B. Students identify the transformation used in each 
graph to create a specified figure. Then, they list 
the corresponding sides and angles by writing 
congruence statements.

8.10A

C.  Students describe the transformation(s) used to 
transform a figure in words and with an algebraic 
rule when given the coordinates of the original 
figure and the transformed figure and the type of 
transformation applied.

8.10C

Topic 2: Similarity

Section Problem Set TEKS

I. Dilation of Figures

A. Students draw dilations of triangles off the coordinate 
plane given the scale factor and point as the center  
of dilation.

8.3A

B. Students identify congruent corresponding angles 
and write ratios to identify proportional sides when 
given a pair of similar triangles.

8.3A

Table of Contents   •   13



Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Triangle Sum and 
Exterior Angle 
Theorems

A. Students use their knowledge of the Triangle Sum 
Theorem to determine the measure of an unknown 
angle in triangles with 2 given angle measurements.

8.8D

B. Students use their knowledge of the Triangle Sum 
Theorem to determine the measure of an unknown 
angle measure in different triangles. Then, they list 
the side lengths in order from shortest to longest and 
explain their reasoning.

8.8D

C. Students determine the value of x in different 
diagrams of triangles using their knowledge  
of Exterior Angle Theorem and other special  
angle relationships.

8.8D

Topic 2: Similarity continued

Topic 3: Line and Angle Relationships

Section Problem Set TEKS

II.  Dilating 
Figures on the 
Coordinate Plane

A. Students draw dilations of triangles on the coordinate 
plane given the scale factor and using the origin as 
the center of dilation. Then, they write the algebraic 
rule to describe the transformation.

8.3C

B. Students determine the coordinates of a dilated 
figure given the coordinates of the original figure, 
the scale factor, and that the origin is the center 
of the dilation. Then, they compare corresponding 
side lengths and angles of the original figure and 
transformed figure. Next, they determine and 
compare the perimeter and area of the original figure 
and transformed figure to look for patterns.

8.3B, 8.10D

III.  Mapping Similar 
Figures Using 
Transformations

A. Students describe the multiple transformations 
needed to map the pre-image onto the image on the 
coordinate plane.

(E) 8.10C 
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Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

II.  Angle 
Relationships 
Formed by Lines 
Intersected by  
a Transversal

A. Students use a given map with sets of parallel lines 
cut by transversals to identify different types of  
angle pairs.

8.8D

B.  Students use a map of intersecting streets/lines and 
identify transversals, non-transversals, and different 
types of angle pairs.

8.8D

C.  Students are given two non-parallel lines and a 
transversal that intersects them and have to identify 
angle pairs as vertical, linear, corresponding, same-
side exterior, same-side interior, alternate interior, or 
alternate exterior.

8.8D

D. Students are given a diagram of parallel lines cut by 
a transversal to identify angles that are congruent or 
supplementary to a specific angle. They also identify 
angles that are not congruent, nor supplementary, to 
a specific angle.  

8.8D

E.  Students are given a diagram with parallel lines cut 
by a transversal and the measure of one angle. They 
must identify the type of angle pairs that is given and 
determine the measure of one of the angles.

8.8D

III.  The Angle-Angle  
Similarity 
Theorem

A. Students use the Angle-Angle Similarity Theorem 
to explain how two triangles are similar. Then, they 
use patty paper or a protractor to determine if two 
triangles are similar.

8.8D
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Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Representations 
of Proportional 
Relationships

A. Students use proportions to answer questions about 
a given proportional problem situation. 8.5E

B.  Students complete tables of values and write 
equations in the form of y = kx to represent given 
proportional problem situations.

8.5A

C.  Students are given graphs with two lines graphed 
on them. They must determine the constant of 
proportionality for each line and identify which graph 
represents each described proportional relationship.

8.5A

D. Students write an equation in the form y = kx to 
represent and answer questions for a problem 
situation. They identify the unit rate of change 
or constant of proportionality, interpret its 
meaning, and then create a graph to represent the 
proportional relationship.

 8.4B, 8.5A, 
8.5E

II.  Using Similar 
Triangles to 
Describe the 
Steepness of  
a Line

A. Students are given a problem situation and tables 
or graphs that represent the information. Then, they 
identify if the table or graphs are proportional or 
non-proportional, determine the unit rate of change, 
and write an equation to represent each table  
or graph.

8.4C, 8.5A, 
8.5F, 8.5H

B.  Students determine if a given graph is proportional 
or non-proportional. Then, they determine the  
rate of change between different pairs of points  
on the line.

8.4C, 8.5F, 
8.5H

C.  Students write the rate of change and an equation 
for a proportional relationship. Then, as the problem 
situation changes the y-intercept, they rewrite the 
equation to represent the changed situation.

8.5F, 8.5H

D. Students determine the slope and write the equation 
of a graphed line in the form y = mx + b. 8.4C

III.  Exploring Slopes 
Using Similar 
Triangles

A. Students use similar triangles to show that the rate 
of change is the same for any two points on different 
lines. Then, they determine the slope of the lines.

8.4A, 8.4C

B.  Students determine the slopes of graphed lines and 
then write equations to represent the lines.

8.4C, 8.5A, 
8.5B

Module 2: Developing Function Foundations 

Topic 1: From Proportions to Linear Relationships
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Bold TEKS = Readiness Standard     (P) = Prerequisite for TEKS     (E) = Extension of TEKS

Section Problem Set TEKS

IV.  Transformations 
of Lines

A. Students write the equation of a graphed line, 
perform the given translation on the coordinate 
plane, and write an equation to represent the 
translated line.

8.5I, 
(E) 8.10C

B.  Students write the equation of a dilated line in the 
form y = mx. Then, they perform a translation of the 
line on the coordinate plane and write an equation of 
the dilated and translated line in the form y = mx + b.

8.5I,
(E) 8.3C,  
(E) 8.10C 

C.  Students are given the equation of a line in the form  
y = mx + b and they describe how to graph the 
line from being transformed from y = x. They 
interpret slope as a dilation and the y-intercept 
as a translation. Then, they graph the line on the 
coordinate plane.

(E) 8.3C,  
(E) 8.10C

D. Students reflect or rotate a given set of graphed 
line segments. Then, they write an algebraic 
representation to explain the effects of each 
reflection or rotation.

8.10C

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Using Tables, 
Graphs, and 
Equations

A. Students complete tables of values and identify 
variable and constant quantities for given linear 
problem situations.

8.5B

B.  Students create graphs and write equations to 
represent given linear relationships. 8.5B, 8.5I

C.  Students define variables and write equations to 
represent given linear problem situations. 8.5I

II.  Linear 
Relationships  
in Tables

A. Students determine the slopes of given lines using 
the slope formula. Then, they verify the slopes 
graphically by drawing and labeling slope triangles 
between two points on the given lines.

8.4A, 8.4C

B.  Students determine the rate of change for given 
tables of values and determine whether or not the 
tables represent proportional relationships.

8.4C, 8.5F

C.  Students use the slope formula to calculate the unit 
constant rate of change for given tables of values. 8.4C

Topic 2: Linear Relationships
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Section Problem Set TEKS

III.  Linear 
Relationships  
in Context

A. Students are given linear problem situations that 
describe two points in the relationship. They identify 
the independent and dependent variables for the 
problem situations and use the coordinates of the 
given two points to determine the rate of change.

8.4C

IV.  Slope-Intercept 
Form of a Line

A. Students represent problem situations with 
equations and graphs and use them to answer 
questions. Then, they identify the slopes and 
y-intercepts and interpret their meanings for the 
problem situations.

8.4C, 8.5I

B. Students are given equations of lines and must 
determine the y-intercepts algebraically and use the 
slopes to determine another point on the line. Then, 
they graph the lines on the coordinate plane.

(E) 8.4B

C. Students are given two points or given a point and 
the slope of the line and asked to write the equation 
of the line.

8.4C, 8.5I

Topic 2: Linear Relationships continued

Topic 3: Introduction to Functions

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Analyzing 
Sequences  
as Rules

A. Students write or draw the term requested for  
given sequences. (P) 8.5G

B.  Students draw pictures and use sequences to answer 
questions for real-world problems. (P) 8.5G

II.  Analyzing the 
Characteristics 
of Graphs of 
Relationships

A. Students determine whether given graphs are 
discrete or continuous and if they are increasing, 
decreasing, both, or neither.

(P) 8.5G

B.  Students determine whether given graphs are linear 
or non-linear and if they are increasing, decreasing, 
both, or neither.

(P) 8.5G

C.  Students use given graphs that represent problem 
situations to answer questions about different 
intervals on the graphs.

8.4C
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Section Problem Set TEKS

III.  Defining 
Functional 
Relationships

A. Students write corresponding ordered pairs for given 
mappings and determine whether the relations  
are functions.

8.5G

B.  Students determine and explain whether given 
problem situations’ inputs and outputs  
represent functions.

8.5G

C.  Students determine whether given graphs  
represent functions. 8.5G

D.  Students determine whether given equations 
represent functions. 8.5G

IV.  Describing 
Functions

A. Students determine the equation for given functions 
represented in tables or graphs. 8.5I

B.  Students identify key graphical characteristics of 
graphed lines. Then, they write the equation of each 
graphed line.

8.4C, 8.5I

C.  Students define variables and write equations for 
given problem situations. Then, they graph the 
equations and determine whether the problem 
situation represents a proportional or non-
proportional relationship.

8.5A, 8.5B, 
8.5F, 8.5I

V.  Comparing 
Functions 
Using Different 
Representations

A. Students use given information from problem 
situations or a given representation, such as  
tables and graphs, to compare functions and  
answer questions.

8.4C, 8.5B, 
8.5I
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Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Analyzing 
Patterns in 
Scatterplots

A. Students determine whether given scatterplots 
show a positive linear association, a negative linear 
association, a non-linear association, or no association.

8.5C
8.11A

B.  Students construct scatterplots for given tables of 
values, describe any patterns they notice, circle a 
point on the graph, and explain what the coordinates 
mean in terms of the problem situation.

8.11A

C.  Students identify the explanatory and response 
variables for given graphs. Then, they determine 
whether the scatterplots show a positive or negative 
linear association or no association. Finally, they state 
the association in terms of the variables and identify 
any outliers.

8.11A

II.  Drawing Lines of 
Best Fit

A. Students use a straightedge to draw a line of best fit, 
or trend line, for different scatterplots. (P) 8.5D

B.  Students estimate the equation for the line of best fit, 
or trend line, shown in each scatterplot. 8.5I

C.  Students use given equations that model problem 
situations to answer questions. (P) 8.5D

III.  Analyzing Lines 
of Best Fit

A. Students draw trend lines to make predictions for 
given scatterplots. 8.5D

B.  Students are given scatterplots with a trend line and 
must use two points from the trend line to estimate 
the slope of the line. Then, they write the equation 
that estimates the trend line.

8.5I

IV.  Comparing 
Slopes and 
Intercepts of 
Data from 
Experiments

A. Students are given problem situations and a table 
of values. They create scatterplots, draw trend lines, 
estimate the equation for each trend line, and use 
the equations to answer questions.

8.5D

B. Students are given problem situations that describe 
two experiments or events. They are provided the 
equations that model each situation. Students use 
this information to compare the two experiments or 
events and answer questions.

8.5D

Module 3: Data Data Everywhere 

Topic 1: Patterns in Bivariate Data
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Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Mean Absolute 
Deviation

A. Students calculate the mean of data in given tables. 
Then, they describe the deviation from the mean for 
each data point.

8.11B

B.  Students calculate the deviation from the mean and 
the absolute deviation for each data value in  
given tables.

8.11B

C.  Students calculate the mean absolute deviation for 
given data sets. 8.11B

II.  Collecting 
Random Samples

A.  Students determine whether given information 
represents a census vs. a sample, a parameter vs. a 
statistic, or a random sample vs. not a random sample.

8.11C

B.  Students use a given class list of students and a 
random number table to determine different random 
samples of students.

8.11C

III.  Using Random 
Samples to Draw 
Inferences

A. Students use given data for a class survey and a 
random number generator tool to select random 
samples of students to answer questions.

8.11C

B.  Students use a given comparative dot plot about 
samples to answer questions and make predictions. 8.11C

Topic 2: Variability and Sampling

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Equations with 
Variables on  
Both Sides

A. Students solve linear equations with variables on  
both sides. 8.8C

B.  Students solve linear equations using various 
strategies. 8.8C

C.  Students solve linear equations with variables on  
both sides, and they must verify their solution. 8.8C

Module 4: Analyzing Populations and Probabilities

Topic 1: Solving Linear Equations 
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Section Problem Set TEKS

II.  Analyzing and 
Solving Linear 
Equations

A. Students write and solve linear equations based on 
problem situations.

8.8A
8.8C

B.  Students write and solve linear equations based on 
problem situations.

8.8A
8.8C

C.  Students solve linear equations with variables 
on both sides, and they determine whether the 
equations have one solution, no solutions, or  
infinite solutions.

8.8C

D. Students define variables and write linear inequalities 
to model problem situations.

8.8A

E.  Students write real-world problems that correspond 
to equations and inequalities.

8.8B

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Point of 
Intersection of 
Linear Graphs

A. Students write pairs of equations to represent 
production cost and income.    8.5I

B.  Students complete tables that represent production 
cost and income. Then, they determine when the 
production cost and income are equivalent.

8.9A

C.  Students determine break-even points given graphs 
and state the number of items that must be sold in 
order to make a profit.

8.9A

II.  Systems of Linear 
Equations

A. Students write systems of linear equations given 
problem situations, and they use the systems to 
make predictions.

8.5B
8.5I

B.  Students graph systems of equations. 8.5B
8.9A

III.  Solving Linear 
Systems

A. Students determine and interpret the solutions  
to systems of linear equations given graphs  
of scenarios.

8.9A

B.  Students graph systems of linear equations, 
determine the number of solutions to the system, 
and verify solutions algebraically.

8.5B
8.9A

Topic 2: Systems of Linear Equations

Topic 1: Solving Linear Equations continued
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Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Sorting Numbers

A. Students classify numbers as rational or irrational.   (P) 8.2A

B.  Students provide rationales for groupings of numbers. (P) 8.2A

C.  Students rewrite rational numbers as decimals and 
classify them as terminating or repeating decimals. (P) 8.2A

II.  Rational and 
Irrational 
Numbers

A. Students plot rational numbers on number lines and 
compare rational numbers using symbols. 8.2D

B. Students classify pairs of numbers as natural 
numbers, whole numbers, or integers, and they 
identify whether those numbers are closed or open 
under given operations.

8.2A

C.  Students rewrite rational numbers as decimals and 
identify whether they represent terminating or 
repeating decimals.

(P) 8.2A

III.  The Real 
Numbers

A. Students estimate square roots of non-perfect 
square numbers. 8.2B

B. Students analyze a single set of 20 numbers. They  
list numbers in various given sets, sort the numbers 
in ascending order, and place the numbers in a  
Venn diagram.

8.2A
8.2B
8.2D

C.  Students plot sets of real numbers on number lines. 8.2B
8.2D

IV.  Scientific 
Notation

A. Students rewrite both large and small numbers  
in scientific notation that are given in  
standard notation. 

8.2C

B. Students rewrite both large and small numbers  
in standard notation that are given in  
scientific notation.

8.2C

C.  Students convert physical measurements from 
standard notation to scientific notation and from 
scientific notation to standard notation.

8.2C

D. Students use inequalities to compare numbers given 
in scientific notation. 8.2C

Module 5: Applying Powers 

Topic 1: Real Numbers 
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Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  The Pythagorean 
Theorem

A. Students analyze a right triangle to answer 
vocabulary questions related to right triangles. 8.6C

B.  Students use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve for 
the hypotenuses of right triangles. 8.7C

C.  Students use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve for 
missing legs of right triangles. 8.7C

D. Students apply the Pythagorean Theorem to  
scenarios and solve for missing legs and hypotenuses. 

8.6C
8.7C

II.  The Converse of 
the Pythagorean 
Theorem

A. Students apply the converse of the Pythagorean 
Theorem to determine whether triangles with given 
side lengths are right triangles.

8.7C

B.  Students use Pythagorean triples to generate more 
Pythagorean triples, and they verify that the related 
triples satisfy the Pythagorean Theorem.

8.7C

C.  Students apply the Pythagorean Theorem to 
scenarios and solve for missing legs and hypotenuses. 8.7C

III.  Distances in 
a Coordinate 
System

A. Students use the Pythagorean Theorem to find  
the distance between pairs of points on a  
coordinate plane.

8.7D

B.  Students use the Pythagorean Theorem to find  
the distance between objects modeled on a 
coordinate plane.

8.7D

IV.  Side Lengths in 
Two and Three 
Dimensions

A. Students determine the lengths of diagonals  
of quadrilaterals.

8.7C
8.7D

B.  Students determine areas of composite figures that 
contain right triangles. 8.7C

C.  Students determine the lengths of diagonals of 
rectangular prisms. 8.7C

Topic 2: The Pythagorean Theorem

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Simple and 
Compound 
Interest

A. Students complete tables for accounts over time and 
classify the accounts as simple or compound interest. 8.12D

B.  Students determine future total values for simple 
and compound interest accounts. 8.12D

C.  Students compare the growth of simple and 
compound interest accounts over time.

8.12C
8.12D

Topic 3: Financial Literacy: Your Financial Future
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Section Problem Set TEKS

II. Terms of a Loan

A. Students determine the better loan, given a pair of 
loans with different rates and payments. 8.12A

B.  Students analyze loan situations to determine the 
impact of loan deferments. 8.12A

III.  Online 
Calculators

A. Students use online calculators to answer questions 
about credit card charges. 8.12B

B.  Students use online calculators to answer questions 
regarding credit charges and cash advances. 8.12B

C.  Students use online calculators to answer questions 
about student loans. 8.12B

IV.  Financing Your 
Education

A. Students answer true/false questions about how 
choices in high school can impact higher education. (P) 8.12G

B.  Students estimate the cost of various post-secondary 
education options. 8.12G

C.  Students answer true/false questions about options 
for financing post-secondary education. (P) 8.12G

Section Problem Set TEKS

I.  Volume, Lateral, 
and Total Surface 
Area of a Cylinder

A. Students determine the areas of the bases and 
volumes of cylinders. 8.6A

B. Students determine the volumes of cylinders. 8.7A

C.  Students solve for unknown dimensions of cylinders 
given the volume. 8.7A

D. Students calculate the lateral surface areas of 
cylinders. 8.7B

E.  Students calculate the total surface areas of cylinders. 8.7B

F.  Students solve real-world problems involving the 
volumes and surface areas of cylinders. 

8.7A
8.7B

II. Volume of a Cone

A. Students calculate the volumes of cones. 8.7A

B. Students calculate unknown dimensions of cones 
given the volumes of the cones. 8.7A

C.  Students solve real-world problems involving the 
volumes of cones.

8.6B
8.7A

Topic 4: Volume of Curved Figures
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Section Problem Set TEKS

III.  Volume of  
a Sphere

A. Students calculate the volumes of spheres. 8.7A

B. Students solve real-world problems involving the 
volumes of spheres. 8.7A

IV.  Volume and 
Surface Area 
Problems 
with Prisms, 
Cylinders, Cones, 
and Spheres

A. Students answer questions about real-world 
scenarios in which they must compare the  
surface areas or volumes of shapes that model  
real-world objects.

8.7A, 8.7B

B. Students determine the volumes of composite solids. 8.7A

Topic 4: Volume of Curved Figures continued
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